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this works for most people but when you stop
the serial adapter (which is the plug) the

computer crashes. i use a microsoft bluetooth
keyboard that happens to have bluetooth. if you

have one of these, reboot the computer and
then plug in the adapter. the computer will then

detect the adapter, and prompt you to install
the drivers. you probably do not have any

installs on your computer that are incompatible
with the new drivers. after the install reboot
your computer and then plug the adapter in.

windows will install the driver and your
keyboard will work for any applications that

needed it. it may be a bit awkward to use the
keyboard as the computer is rebooting, but the
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keys will function when the system has booted.
after you have installed the new driver, check

the device manager. you should see a new com
port along with a new device. if you dont you
should try the same steps again but let me

know if that doesnt work. if you have trouble
with usb serial adapters or other usb devices,

check out the app on windows ‘device
manager’. there is a button for third party
drivers which will allow you to download

additional drivers. thats all there is too it really.
as always, when using drivers from other

vendors, you want to check the manufacturers
compatibility before you install. otherwise, you
may get a driver that does not work, or a driver
that needs a newer version of the driver. keep
that in mind when you purchase the device. i'd
like to express my thanks to everyone who has
contributed to this thread and offered help to

others. i have used the solution of using a usb to
serial adapter in combination with the mead-j.2

driver update to get my ds-2114s up and
running.
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i have an old model ds-2114s that does not
work under win10. according to the thread there
have been updates to the driver, which seem to

be for problems other than the ds-2114s. if
anyone knows of a fix it would be helpful.
thanks for the reply, nisha. the street view

camera is not visible in device manager. should
i use the newer driver? or there is something

wrong with windows 10? are there any problems
in installing the newer drivers? 2. download

checkchipversion.exe and save it to the
desktop. now, copy it to the usb or other drives
and install it to the computer. windows 8, 8.1
and 10 are not supported in pl-2303hxa and
pl-2303x versions of the chips. there is also a
warning about counterfeit clone chips coming

from china. checkchipversion.exe will then show
the driver version, and the warning message will

be removed. it should only take 10 to 20
minutes to complete the whole procedure. the
problem with having the prolific driver installed
in windows 8.1 is that, when you select to play
dvd s, windows 8.1 automatically tries to open
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the selected dvd file using the driver. the driver
then tells windows that the firmware is out of
date. this causes problems with the streaming

of the dvd to the computer's tv. you can do this
using the command prompt, as shown below:
here is what i had to do in my case : check if
“windows device manager” knows the driver

version (it should say "prolific serial port
controller, pl2303hx" for example). uninstall the
latest driver version. go to control panel, and go
to hardware and sound (or hardware and device
manager). click on "prolific serial port controller,

pl2303hx" select properties, details. click on
"driver" tab, and check if the driver version is
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